Minutes from Class March 22, 2004

- Professor Gum informed us what parts are in. He also informed groups if specific parts ordered were backordered and talked to them about getting new parts.
- There will be a parts order going in tomorrow morning, Tuesday, March 23, 2004. If you have any parts please let Professor Gum know via the proper way (3 sheets) before tomorrow morning.
- Power and Sensory boards need to be finished as soon as possible since these boards are located on the bottom platform with some other boards that are already done.
- The prototype for the bump sensory is done and if you have not already seen so, it is in Professor Gum’s office.
- Wired and Wireless Communication groups need to show Professor Gum their code sometime this week
  - These systems should be up and running by the end of next week at the latest.
- 2 communication boards (version 1) and 2 H-Bridge boards (version 1) have been completed by the shop
  - Power Board – traces were too narrow
- Lastly, the shop will now be sharing their time with other senior design classes in the engineering department. We need to finish up the boards as soon as possible since Andy will have to be sharing his time with us and the others.